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Consumer Watchdog California Recycling Study
Trashed: How California Recycling Failed And How To Fix It
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The California bottle deposit law was designed to recycle billions of empty glass, plastic
and metal beverage containers every year, cut pollution, and save energy. Consumer
Watchdog’s year-long investigation of the system and others like it around the world has
found that California’s bottle deposit system will collapse without fundamental reform
and that best practices are not being put to use here.
OVERVIEW OF PROBLEM
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Redemption centers are closing at an alarming rate and consumers are unable to
get back roughly half of the $1.5 billion worth of nickel and dime deposits they
pay each year.
Lack of access to redemption centers has increased CalRecycle’s available funds,
largely composed of unclaimed deposits, to approximately $345 million.1 Beverage
distributors, retailers, and waste haulers further siphon off hundreds of millions of
dollars that should go to consumers.
High contamination of the waste stream by curbside waste haulers has foreign
markets for our recycling materials shutting their doors.
Supermarket chains and other beverage retailers legally obligated to be recyclers
of last resort are refusing to redeem consumer deposits up to two-thirds of the
time, according to three separate surveys. 2
The state’s existing bottle law prevents retailers from effectively recycling redeemed
bottles and cans. Instead of selling them in bulk to processors to recoup deposits
refunded to consumers, they have to return them in limited quantities to certified
recyclers.
The state regulator, CalRecycle, has been ineffective, and, until very recently, has
not policed or punished the retailers to make sure consumers can redeem their
deposits.
Waste haulers take in more than $100 million worth of consumers’ bottle and can
deposits annually. California is the only state that allows haulers to redeem
consumer deposits. The curb-side haulers are paid twice because other
government entities already pay them.
Unlike in other states and countries, the beverage industry has never been made to
take responsibility for the end-of-life of the beverage containers they make,
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distribute, and sell to the public. Instead, consumers shoulder the financial burden
because they are unable to get their nickel and dime deposits back.
OVERVIEW OF SOLUTION
Last year, Governor Newsom, lawmakers and recycling stakeholders agreed that a major
reform of the bottle deposit system is needed and should be undertaken in 2020.
Based on a review of successful bottle deposit systems in the U.S. and other countries,
Consumer Watchdog recommends that California’s redemption system should be
overhauled to:
1. Shift responsibility for recycling beverage containers away from consumers to
the beverage industry.
2. Provide convenient, automated redemption at every supermarket, convenience,
drug, and big box chain so returning empties is as easy as buying a beverage.
3. If necessary, raise consumer deposits on beverage containers to incentivize
redemption once ubiquitous redemption access is established.
4. Expand the bottle deposit program to include wine and distilled spirits.
5. Phase in a state bottle deposit redemption target of 90%.
6. Use enforcement and financial penalties to ensure targets are met.
The best bottle deposit programs set deposits high enough to incentivize redemption,
ensure wide access to convenient return of empties at retailers and redemption centers,
and broadly educate consumers on their return options.
CHARACTERI STICS OF BOTTLE DEPOSIT PROGRAMS
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Key Findings
THE PROBLEM
California’s bottle and can recycling program was once the envy of the world. Today it
has become a failed model.
The recycling rate for empty plastic, glass, and aluminum beverage containers has fallen
from 85% to 75%. The redemption rate is a mere 66%. Consumers only get back about
50% of their own nickels and dimes that totaled $1.5 billion last year with surrogates
collecting the rest of their deposits.3
The culprit is “single stream”
recycling used by consumers as
redemption centers in economic
crisis close. One in four items
thrown into single recycling bins
a re n o t re c yc l a bl e o r a re
contaminated with food or other
waste.4 Pickup trucks smash and
compact the contents, lacing
loads with dirty glass shards and
other contaminants. Industry
analysts report that recycling
facilities are routinely seeing
contamination rates as high as
35%, condemning the material
to landfills or incinerators.5
Successful recycling in the rest of the world is based on consumer convenience and
returning cans to the point of purchase using modern automation such as Reverse
Vending Machines. Consumers feed empties into the machines that sort them and get
store credit or cash back. Models that work make beverage and retail companies that
produce, deliver, and sell their products responsible for the recycling of their packaging.
That incentivizes them to make the packaging more recyclable in the first place.
California has not learned that lesson, largely due to the political power of soda, beer and
other beverage makers, distributors and retailers in Sacramento that want no added
burdens. Many retailers that are statutorily obligated to redeem containers in-store refuse
to do so. Their resistance is aided and abetted by waste haulers that rake in exorbitant
government subsidies for increasingly contaminated loads. No other state uses funds from
its bottle deposit program to make millions of dollars in “supplemental payments” to
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operators of curbside and drop-off recycling programs just for being there. It is the only
state that pays them for associated recycling costs plus allows them to collect consumer
deposit money on top.
In 2017, haulers operating recycling programs wound up getting paid $170 million by the
state for container recycling plus earned another $13 million for scrap. But they recycled
only 12% of the containers in the program, according to analysis of CalRecycle data by
the nonprofit Container Recycling Institute (CRI).6 Redemption centers, however, were
paid only $155 million for handling 88% of the containers.7 Waste haulers got paid ten
percent more than redemption centers did overall for recycling a fraction of the empties.

Increased consolidation in the waste hauling business has put four garbage haulers in
charge of at least 50% of the national market for waste hauling, and 75% of the
permitted landfill capacity in major metropolitan areas, according to the Institute for
Local Self-Reliance.8 They also now own 60% of the Material Recovery Facilities in the
U.S. that extract and sell recyclable materials. 9
Letting these companies control recycling is a conflict of interest. “The key takeaway is
that a critical activity such as recycling in U.S. cities should not be entrusted to
consolidated companies whose main business is landfilling and incinerating garbage,”
5.

according to the Institute For Local Self-Reliance.10 “This is an obvious conflict of interest
that has been the focus of attention in the grassroots recycling movement for quite a
while.”
As The New York Times writes, “Some municipal leaders are growing wary of companies
that control virtually every aspect of the waste and recycling system while constantly
raising prices. ‘Are these rates truly high, or is it about benefiting their corporate interest?’
asked Mike Ryan, the mayor of Sunrise, Fla. ‘We can’t afford to have inspectors
constantly looking over their shoulders.’”11
SOLUTIONS
The Mercury News opined in an editorial, “It’s time to shift the cost and recycling burden.
The nine other states with redeemable deposit programs haven’t seen the
same decline in recycling rates as California, according to a 2017 report
from the state Legislative Analyst’s Office.12 That’s in part because beverage
distributors play a more significant role in those states and are responsible
for most of the recycling cost.”
Other states and countries place a shared responsibility for end-of-life product
management on producers and all entities involved in the product chain, instead of onto
the general public only. Known as “Extended Producer Responsibility,” or “EPR”
programs, this policy encourages product design changes that minimize negative impacts
on human health and the environment at every stage of the product’s lifecycle, according
to CalRecycle, the state’s recycling regulator.
In fact, CalRecycle commissioned a study on how to restructure the deposit system a
decade ago. The 2009 report, by the Sacramento-based R3 consulting group and CM
Consulting of Ontario, Canada, compared bottle deposit programs in British Columbia,
Ontario, and Germany to California’s.13 The report found such programs were driving
successful beverage container packaging redesign, recycling and program innovation in
Canada and Europe.
“There seems to be a consensus evolving in North America that good EPR programs are
results-based rather than highly prescriptive,” the report stated. “In other words, the
government’s role is to set performance standards in the public interest (with stakeholder
input), and then step aside and let producers design and operate effective programs to
recover their products. Then, government’s role is to ensure transparency and
accountability for outcomes.”
As the R3 report pointed out, the three most important elements to successful bottle
deposit programs are the amount of the deposit, consumer education, and wide access to
6.

redemption. Higher redemption rates are directly linked to higher deposits and to
consumer convenience. Yet, California’s system is the most inconvenient out of more than
50 beverage container recycling programs around the world.
In California—unlike eight out of nine other states with bottle deposit programs—
beverage retailers from grocery chains to big box, convenience and drugstore chains, are
not required to take back empties alongside redemption centers.14 The 1986 California
law obligated retailers to be recyclers of last resort if redemption centers failed to
materialize or closed. Now that redemption centers are closing, the majority of retailers
are refusing to fulfill those responsibilities. 15

Returning empties right to the store where you do your shopping dramatically increases
consumer convenience. Seven other states and the vast majority of other programs
worldwide mandate redemption at both stores and redemption centers.
In the eighth state of Michigan, consumers have only one way to redeem—retail stores
that sell beverages. Residents there redeem 89% of the beverage containers they buy, a
high redemption rate spurred by higher deposits and ease of access to deposit refunds.
Michigan also prohibits beverage containers from disposal in a landfill. Beverage
containers must be placed in recycling bins, taken to a recycling center, or redeemed for
deposit at a store—but are banned from trash cans.16
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Oregon and Michigan also put responsibility onto the beverage industry to run the
program. In Oregon, an industry consortium is responsible for running and financing the
bottle redemption program and retains unclaimed deposits, while the system is overseen
by the state. In Michigan, where the state also oversees the program, three quarters of
unclaimed deposits fund state environmental programs and retailers and distributors
cover operating costs and retain the rest.17
In California, unredeemed deposits go into a special state fund—the Beverage Container
Recycling Fund. That larder has been raided and then replenished in the past to sop up
budgetary red ink for other programs.18 Redemption centers are underpaid. Waste
haulers that raise the contamination and landfilling rates of empty beverage containers,
are overpaid, and retailers get no subsidies for taking containers back in store. The
legislature is in charge of an ossified system of state payments to redemption centers
scrambling to make a profit off the scrap in a volatile world market.
In every state with a bottle deposit program, except California and Hawaii, the beverage
industry owns and markets the scrap. This nimbler approach gives the industry a bigger
incentive to efficiently run a redemption system producing clean, marketable material for
sale to recyclers.
Blueprint For California Bottle Deposit Reform
In other countries and states with the most successful programs, the beverage industry is
responsible for the end of life of containers. In California, the best way to reform an
overly prescriptive system that underpays redemption centers and overpays waste haulers
is to reverse the current roles of government and industry—shifting administration of the
program from CalRecycle to an industry consortium composed of beverage makers,
distributors and retailers.19
The consortium would arrange for marketing and the sale of collected materials and
should give contracting preference to existing high-volume recyclers to achieve
redemption targets. The consortium would be financially accountable for meeting the
targets. It would be responsible for financing and managing the beverage container
redemption and recycling system. That would include creating a transportation system for
pickup and delivery of empty containers and fair payment to participants in the system.
The consortium could also encourage more recycled content in beverage containers by
charging higher fees to industry for the sales of beverages in unrecyclable containers.
The legislature would designate a redemption and convenience target—for example that
all beverage retailers in the state redeem containers on-site. It would specify CalRecycle’s
responsibilities to audit, oversee, and enforce the new targets. In addition, the legislature
could pre-empt any incentive for industry to restrict redemption access in order to
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maximize unredeemed deposits. Legislation could prescribe that deposit amounts will
automatically rise when redemption rates fall below 90% for two years in a row, for
example. Financial penalties could also be set for missing the target and could be
increased if the redemption and recycling rate declines.
Putting industry in charge of the bottle deposit system would also drive adoption of
efficient systems and advanced technologies such as the installation of banks of Reverse
Vending Machines (RVMs) in stores or off-site. The machines can help block fraudulent
returns of beverages purchased out of state by reading barcodes and dispense cash or
store credit in return for containers fed into the machines. In short, a free market-driven
system, created with the proper incentives and penalties, would make it as easy for
consumers to return empties as it is to buy beverages from soda to juice and beer.
Accessibility to redemption is critical to making a bottle deposit system work.
GERMANY
German consumers pay a high deposit to incentivize beverage container recycling. The
deposits on “single use” bottles and cans are up to 28 cents. Consumers redeem deposits
at supermarkets and other retailers where they bought them. The collection system is
80% automated via RVMs.20 Retailers and the beverage industry bear the costs of the
system and are allowed to keep any unclaimed deposits. The rate of redemption is 96%
for aluminum cans and 98.5% for PET plastic.
The United States landfills 69% of all of its municipal solid waste compared to Europe,
which landfills on average 38%. But in Germany, one of several countries to drastically
reduce landfilling, there will be no active landfills as of 2020. In the 1970s, that country
had 50,000 landfills. Today, less than 300 exist.21 German companies will not pick up
unsorted garbage and consumers can be fined for improper sorting of recyclables.
NORWAY
Norwegians have a similar system. An industry consortium also runs the bottle recycling
system. Consumers can return empties at 15,000 redemption locations with 95%
automation. “We want to get to the point where people realize they are buying the
product but just borrowing the packaging,” Kjell Olav Maldum, CEO of Infinitum, told
The Guardian.22 Norway sets a high target for recycling and uses taxation to make sure
that target is met. The closer industry gets, the less environmental tax it pays. The
consortium has managed to avoid the tax for years by meeting or surpassing the target.
Making the beverage industry responsible for bottle recycling, while setting and enforcing
recycling targets, incentivizes the industry to create efficient systems that put consumer
convenience front and center.
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LITHUANIA
In Lithuania, retailers with RVMs are paid a higher fee for handling empties than
retailers without them. Consumers are refunded their deposit through vouchers that can
be redeemed as cash, credited towards their shopping bill or donated. Retailers find that
RVMs boost revenue by bringing in additional foot traffic. One national supermarket
chain installed approximately 200 RVMs and watched as business grew with customers
using their deposits to buy new products. Laurynas Vilimas, Managing Director of the
Lithuanian Retailers Association, said: “I can say with absolute confidence the deposit
return scheme was the right thing to do.”23
Another advantage of the machines is that automation cuts down on the time it takes to
redeem empties while collecting a stream of clean recyclables sorted automatically by the
machines. Virtually all bottle deposit systems around the world, except for California and
many Canadian provinces, have barcode-based recording systems that can identify
whether containers qualify for redemption.24
The key factors that make bottle deposit systems in other countries successful are the
degree of consumer convenience offered, the education of consumers, and the deposit
amount.
In Europe and states such as Oregon and Michigan, consumers can return empties to
stores where they bought them. In Oregon consumers also have access to redemption
centers. Deposits are higher and consumers are better educated on the deposit systems.
Beverage makers, distributors and retailers in California have fought tooth and nail
against taking empties back in-store. They nixed that prospect when they lobbied on the
decades-old state bottle deposit law though they have staff, warehouse space, truck fleets,
and the capacity to deliver empties to processors. They have managed to restrict
consumer access to bottle redemption. Yet, retailers in other states and countries are
perfectly capable, indeed well-positioned, to team up with the beverage-making industry
to create very convenient and cost-effective consumer return systems and increase their
own grocery sales at the same time. In California, they may not welcome the shift, but
they can certainly do it. What is lacking is the political will to reform the program to
make them.
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How We Got Here
In the 1990s, in response to new recycling laws, waste haulers introduced single-stream
recycling as a way to protect their landfilling profits, not to increase recycling rates. “In
order to stem the tide of recycling, Big Waste took action to protect its hauling and
landfill market shares,” according to the Institute for Local Self-Reliance. “It introduced
single-stream recycling in which all recyclables were put in a single cart and started
gobbling up materials processing capacity.”25
Consumers had commonly separated paper and cardboard from plastic, glass and metal
containers. Instead, the industry led consumers to believe that everything in the single
bin, or even in the trashcan, was being recycled when it wasn’t. The waste industry
started investing in facilities to sort garbage and grew its profits by cutting costs on labor
and delivery time. They no longer had to empty more than one recycling bin or use
trucks with multiple compartments.

“Single-stream
recycling facilities are
like trying to
unscramble an egg.”

“When we switched to single-stream,
recycling became this sort of feel-good, ridiculous
thing that eventually reached the point where
recycling companies told people, ‘Well, if you're
not sure, just throw it in the bin and someone else
will take care of it,’” according to Justin Stockdale,
regional director of the Pennsylvania Resource
Council.26 “Single-stream recycling facilities are
like trying to unscramble an egg, which no one has
so far figured out how to do. You can never get
things 100 percent clean in a single-stream plant,
and therein lies the root of the problem.”

The waste industry promoted the idea that any increase in contamination would be offset
by the increased volumes of recycled materials if consumers did not need to sort them
first. It hasn’t worked out that way. Contamination rates can cancel out any benefit from
collecting larger quantities of recyclable materials. A 2002 study in Minnesota compared
five different methods of recycling collection in St. Paul and found single-stream recycling
increased tonnage collected compared to multi-sort systems. But it decreased the tonnage
leaving the sorting facility ready for recycling. Single-stream systems also cost more to
operate because of the increased cost of the sorting technology and the lower quality of
marketed recyclables.27
“There is significant evidence that the resulting scrap material quality (and hence the
revenue) is lower under single-stream collection than it is under a dual-stream system or
under systems like container deposits, where materials are kept separate,” according to
11.

CRI.28 “There is particular concern that glass shards and PET [Polyethylene
terephthalate] bottles can contaminate paper loads and wreak havoc in a paper mill, and
that glass, plastic and aluminum containers cross-contaminate each other.”
Material Recovery Facilities use a combination of workers and technology to sort material
and companies have to protect both. Unrecyclable plastic bags, for example, can wrap
around equipment parts and wreak havoc. Workers have to be kept safe from dangerous
items such as medical sharps and chemicals, and from glass or plastic shards that can
become deadly projectiles when run through machinery. Manufacturers who buy
processed material to make into new products are rejecting more offerings after finding
that they have to divert larger amounts of substandard scrap. They have to pay to landfill
what is unusable and then they have to buy clean substitutes, a losing proposition.
According to Aimee Lee from the nonprofit Recycle Across America, hand sorting by
consumers “would save the billions of dollars currently spent to remove contaminants
from the recycling stream. 29 There would be fewer plastic bags and other contaminants
jamming the processing equipment. There would be significantly less wasted time and
money spent while equipment is shut down for repairs, and far fewer injuries to the
employees at recycling plants. If we eliminate confusion at the bin, these costly
inefficiencies would be remedied, and the demand for the materials would be strong.”
Bottle deposit programs are an example of that hand-sorting. Glass processors report that
60% of glass coming from single-stream programs is usable for making into glass bottles
or fiberglass, according to CRI. 30 Another 19% is glass fines—small bits—that can be
used as road base or landfill cover, but another 21% is mixed with contaminated non-glass
residue and must go straight to a landfill. In contrast, 90% of the glass that comes from
dual-stream programs that divert it from other materials can become new containers or
fiberglass. The other ten percent can be used for low-end applications. Bottle deposit
programs deliver color-sorted glass, resulting in 98% being recycled into high-end
applications.
The only industrial sector that benefits from single-stream recycling is waste hauling.
Haulers hold lucrative waste and disposal contracts and municipal recycling contracts on
top. Single-stream collection saves money because it cuts down on truck staffing, loading,
and delivery time. Increasing contamination rates only help the bottom line by keeping
waste streams that go to landfills or incinerators high. This business model raises prices an
estimated 30% above normal competitive prices, according to some analysts.31
“When there is this type of conflict of interest at such an influential level in the recycling
industry, it becomes clear why the simple issue of public confusion at the bin wasn’t
resolved,” writes journalist David Bornstein. “Because when recycling is highly
contaminated and too costly to process, then the landfills generate more revenues, the
virgin material industries sell more virgin materials and there is a stronger appetite for
12.

building incinerators that burn waste to create energy. As an analogy, imagine the groups
responsible for promoting road safety in the U.S. also owning most of the auto body
shops, hospitals and morgues.” 32

How Waste Haulers Help Themselves
According to CalRecycle, the state’s recycling regulator, in order for California to reach a
statewide recycling rate for solid municipal waste of 75% by 2020, more than half of the
solid waste currently disposed would need to be recycled, composted, or reduced at the
source.33 Overall recycling rates for solid waste have fallen in California from a peak of
50% in 2012 to 42% in 2017.34 That still beats national average estimates of roughly
30%.35 But Californians are generating more and more trash. Since 2012, trash disposal
has increased per resident from 5.3 pounds to 6 pounds every day.36 That amounts to the
weight of a subcompact car per person per year.
The state’s beverage container recycling program, intended to separate empties from the
overall waste stream, once surpassed the state’s 80% recycling goal for empty containers
to reach 85%, but has officially fallen over the last several years to 75%. But the
redemption rate for consumers is a mere 66% because operators of consumer curbside
and recycling drop-off programs are also paid consumer deposits.37 Beverage container
recycling rates where containers are diverted from the overall waste stream beat that of
the total solid waste stream by nearly twice, but they could be even higher if skewed
financial incentives were readjusted.
Operators of curbside and drop-off programs in rural areas where curbside service is
often not offered, benefit from the redemption of containers that consumers throw into
the trash or single-stream bins, in addition to collecting millions of dollars in state
subsidies that have not been proven to increase the quality of recyclable materials.
CalRecycle funds “supplemental programs” that have never been assessed for their
environmental or cost effectiveness. These include $15 million annually in “supplemental
payments” to curbside and drop-off programs, up to $10 million for “quality incentive
payments” directly to glass processors to improve the cleanliness of glass, and $5 million
in “market development payments” for plastic bottles.38
These curbside operators take in 12% of the beverage containers in the recycling
program, while shrinking numbers of recycling centers take in 88%, according to CRI’s
analysis of CalRecycle data.39
The operators running curbside pickup or drop-off programs are grossly overpaid by
CalRecycle. In 2017, these operators collected $170 million in consumer deposits and
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payments to make up for materials worth less than the cost of recycling. In addition, the
industry earned more than $13 million from scrap sales. The cost of actually handling the
containers was $43 million, leading to a calculation by CRI of $140 million in gross
profits, or a profit of 326%.
CalRecycle pays operators this deposit, known as a California Redemption Value (CRV)
of a nickel or a dime corresponding to container size based on tonnage of container
materials collected. Curbside operators submit weight records to CalRecycle and the
agency then calculates the value per pound based on statewide survey data.
CRI found that the current system of providing CRV based
on weight of baled containers results in overpayments of $10
million a year.40 That is because contaminants present in
those bales make them heavier, creating a perverse incentive
for waste haulers to continue contaminating recyclables. In
addition, operators are allowed to submit the results of their
own surveys and also apply to CalRecycle for higher than
standard refund rates likely totaling millions of dollars more
in extra payments.

“California is
unique for
paying waste
haulers twice

In 2017, curbside and drop-off operators got 17 times more
in payments from CalRecycle for PET than the material
for curbside
would normally be worth, according to CRI. They got about
nine times as much as it cost them to recycle aluminum cans,
recycling”
and three times as much as it cost them to recycle glass
bottles. Meantime, the agency radically underpays
redemption centers. CRI estimates that redemption centers
were shorted by $42.7 million between 2013 and 2016 by the
state.41 As the value of aluminum has fallen, these centers that have only the risky scrap
market to rely on to generate 80% of their revenue are closing in droves.42 As of January
2020, 1,205 redemption centers remained open statewide, according to CalRecycle. That
is less than half the number that operated in 2013.
Uncollected deposit money is supposed to make the system work by providing consumers
access to redemption so they can get back their nickels and dimes, not push the centers
out of business while fattening waste hauler wallets.
No other state uses funds from its bottle deposit program to make millions of dollars in
“supplemental payments” to operators of curbside and drop-off recycling programs just
for existing. Only one other state in addition to California pays them for associated
recycling costs plus allows them to collect consumer deposit money on top. California is
unique for paying waste haulers twice for curbside recycling—via lucrative municipal
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contracts and via outsized state payments. Whether more waste goes to landfills or

Percentage of Empty
Containers Recycled
Payments to Recycling Centers

e

Trash Haulers

e

Recycling Centers

e

Trash Haulers

e

Recycling Centers

incinerators does not matter as that revenue goes into their pockets too.
Waste management companies, which generate less than ten percent of their revenue
from recycling, are overcompensated by CalRecycle while generating far more lucrative
revenues and impressive profits from their own hauling, landfilling and incineration
services. Waste Management reported a record-setting year with total national revenues
of $15 billion and operating profits of more than $4 billion for 2018.43
Increased consolidation in the waste hauling business has put four garbage haulers in
charge of at least 50% of the national market for waste hauling, and 75% of the
permitted landfill capacity in major metropolitan areas, according to the Institute for
Local Self-Reliance.44 They also own and operate 60% the recovery facilities in the
United States.45 Those four companies are Waste Management, Republic Services, Waste
Connections and Advanced Disposal.
Three of them—Waste Management, Republic Services, and Waste Connections—
operate in California. Those three companies plus others operating in the state—
Recology, Athens Services, and CR&R Waste and Recycling Services—have contributed
$2.4 million from 2017 to 2019 to local and state political campaigns, committees,
measures and associations, according to filings with the California Secretary of State.
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Between 2017 and 2019, Waste Management, Recology and its PAC, Republic Services,
Athens Services and others contributed $791,000 to individual state lawmakers alone.

Total Contributed to Legislature
2017-2019
$284,150.00
$278,050.00
$102,449.99
$48,200.00
$42,500.00
$17,880.00
$17,800.00
$791,029.99

Waste Haulers/Recyclers
Recology PAC
Recology
Republic Services
Athens Services
Waste Management
CR&R
Waste Connections
TOTAL

Letting these companies control recycling is a conflict of interest. “The key takeaway is
that a critical activity such as recycling in U.S. cities should not be entrusted to
consolidated companies whose main business is landfilling and incinerating garbage,”
according to the Institute for Self-Reliance.46 “This is an obvious conflict of interest that
has been the focus of attention in the grassroots recycling movement for quite a while.
They fight to keep waste volumes large by claiming that the public is to blame for
contamination of recyclables without ever questioning whether single-stream recycling
might be the culprit—and for good reason. Any threat to market share of waste volumes
is a direct threat to their bottom line and their value to stockholders, which is necessary to
obtain capital for further consolidation of the industry.”
Waste haulers have long offered recycling services to help win and keep lucrative
municipal garbage contracts. But trash companies’ main business is landfilling and
incinerating garbage. In some California communities, such as South Pasadena, all
recyclables simply go into the trash and are sorted at “dirty” recovery facilities where
contamination rates are higher than in single-stream systems. StopWaste.org, in Alameda
County, calculated that the average recovery rate for such facilities in California is 19%
compared to 85% at the best recovery facility. 47 Though such mixed waste facilities today
make up less than five percent of all recovery facilities, some California towns still use the
method.
Today, the virtual closing of China’s market because of the U.S.’s high rates of scrap
contamination has these giant haulers jacking rates for their recycling services, but it is
unclear how much of recyclables that they collect go straight to landfills or incinerators
instead. As The New York Times writes, “Some municipal leaders are growing wary of
16.

companies that control virtually every aspect of the waste and recycling system. ‘Are these
rates truly high, or is it about benefiting their corporate interest?’ asked Mike Ryan, the
mayor of Sunrise, Fla. ‘We can’t afford to have inspectors constantly looking over their
shoulders.’”
A backlash in some U.S. cities against waste hauler fee hikes and their refusal to take
certain materials from plastics to glass has led to cutting out waste haulers altogether. In
Houston, Waste Management’s decision to stop taking glass infuriated residents. 48 The
public pressure led to a partnership with Strategic Materials, the biggest glass recycler in
North America, which had partly relied on Houston’s recycled glass stream. The
company and the city set up ten convenient glass drop-off locations throughout Houston.
If Houston can do that, so can cities in California.

How The Beverage Industry Helps Itself
In California, producers and sellers of products packaged in glass, metal, or plastic
containers are, so far, not made to take any responsibility for the end of life of containers.
Nowhere is this clearer than in California’s beverage container recycling program.
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The industry that produces, distributes and retails beverages simply does not want to
spend any money helping to recycle the waste it creates. The American Beverage
Association, representing soda brands in the US from Coke to Pepsico, plows money into
initiatives promoting single-stream recycling that keeps them off the financial hook.49
Powerful lobbies representing beverage makers, distributors, and retailers such as Pepsi
and Coke, Walmart, Vons, Albertsons, Safeway, Ralphs and Rite Aid successfully resisted
any responsibility for the end of life of containers by fighting off a bottle bill in California
until 1986 when they wound up shaping key elements of it.50 Retailers and distributors
successfully lobbied for a network of redemption centers with the legislation absolving
them of taking containers back in-store unless centers in their parking lots or nearby
closed. Now that centers are closing in droves, many retailers are refusing to be the
recyclers of last resort.
In addition, producers and distributors of wine and distilled spirits successfully lobbied to
be excluded from the program. Iowa’s program includes wine and liquor as does Maine’s.
Vermont’s program includes liquor. California’s beverage container recycling program
covers beer, malt, coolers containing wine and distilled spirits, and most non-alcoholic
beverages.
Expanding beverage containers in California to include wine and distilled spirits would
generate tens of millions of dollars more for the recycling program each year. California
accounts for nearly 90% of the U.S.’s entire wine production and is among the top ten
wine-consuming states.51 Beverage industry market research purchased and analyzed by
CRI shows that 2017 wine and spirits sales in California totaled 1.2 billion containers,
97% of which were bottles. Depending on the size, containers could each carry a deposit
of a nickel or a dime.52 Based on 2017 beverage market research, CRI estimates that the
state could have raised $104 million in deposits from wine and spirits sales that year.
Far from advocating for an expansion of covered beverages, more beverage industry
responsibility, new rules and recycling targets, CalRecycle is abetting retailers by not
widely enforcing the current bottle deposit law or cracking down on violations. Instead,
the agency granted more than 1,200 exemptions from retailer recycling responsibilities in
the last three decades, according to agency data analyzed by CRI and Consumer
Watchdog reports.
Little more than one third of the states 4,000 designated consumer “convenience zones”
have a redemption center and another third have exemptions from the program.53 In the
rest of those zones lacking redemption centers, retailers are supposed to provide on-site
redemption or pay state fees to get out of the responsibility. The vast majority of stores,
according to CalRecycle, elect to take empties back in store. But in fact many don’t.
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Currently, extrapolating from a Consumer Watchdog audit of 50 Los Angeles-area
grocery, convenience and drug stores required by the state to refund consumer bottle
deposits, up to two thirds of retailers responsible for redemption where no centers exist
may be refusing to take bottles back in store. If caught by CalRecycle, the penalty is
between $100 and $1,000, depending on whether it is a repeat offense, and chances are
retailers will never be inspected. 3,996 stores have signed up with CalRecycle to redeem
empties in zones with no centers. 54 After many years, CalRecycle recently made this list
public—unlike a shrinking list of redemption centers that consumers have long been able
to search online. Consumer Watchdog requested this list to use it for its own audit.
Consumer Watchdog’s audit found that half of the remaining one-third of stores that did
redeem made the process difficult, requiring consumer persistence and knowledge of the
bottle law and consumer rights. In addition, only 30% of the stores posted required
recycling signs explaining that the stores refund deposits. Few managers at stores that took
empties were generally knowledgeable and most clerks were clueless until prompted.
More than once, a manager had to be summoned in order to override a cashier’s
rejection of containers, suggesting that corporate policy at some chains is not to train
clerks and cashiers on the law.

“It’s Californians who foot the bill for the bottle deposit
program.”
In the United States, major beverage companies such as Pepsi have spent millions of
dollars to defeat bottle bills by claiming that container recycling programs are
inconvenient and lead to higher beverage prices.55 They argue it’s more convenient for
consumers to throw empties into a single bin than take them back where they came
from.56
In fact, deposit systems that cost more to create up front are far more cost-effective in
boosting recycling rates than curbside and other recycling programs, resulting in more
bang for the buck. 57 Claims by the industry that deposits are a “tax” are untrue because
deposits are refundable. Consumers can easily take bottles and cans back to the store as
part of their shopping routine and more are likely to do so if deposits are high enough
and access to redemption is ubiquitous.
The beverage industry’s money buys it protection. Last year, the American Beverage
Association that represents Pepsi, Coke, Dr. Pepper, Red Bull and other brands, spent
$914,000 on lobbying compared to $380,000 the year before, according to the Los Angeles
Times. 58
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Major beverage retailers, including Albertsons, Safeway, Vons Pavilions, Ralphs, Walmart,
7-Eleven, Target, Rite Aid, CVS Caremark and Walgreen’s plus grocers’ PACs
contributed more than $5 million to political campaigns, committees and ballot measures
between 2015 and 2019, according to major donor reports filed with the California
Secretary of State’s Office. Between 2017 and 2019, these retailers contributed $934,000
to individual lawmakers alone, according to Secretary of State filings.

Retailer

Total Contributed to Legislature
2017-2019

CVS
Walgreens
Albertsons Safeway
Walmart Sams Club
7-Eleven
Target
Rite Aid
Northgate Gonzalez
TOTAL

$366,300.00
$208,000.00
$85,500.00
$82,500.00
$71,600.00
$64,500.00
$38,000.00
$17,400.00
$933,800.00

Major beverage producers Anheuser-Busch, Pepsico, Coca-Cola, E&J Gallo Winery, and
Southern Glazer’s Wine & Spirits gave more than $2 million to individual lawmakers in
the same period.
Total Contributed to Legislature
2017-2019

Producers
ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES
SOUTHERN GLAZER'S
WINE & SPIRITS
Pepsico
E & J GALLO WINERY
Coca-Cola

$804,047.77
$628,000.00
$282,395.13
$153,364.00
$164,523.00
$2,032,329.90

TOTAL

PACS and associations representing soda makers, beverage retailers and waste
management companies gave state lawmakers contributions totaling $1.2 million.
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PACS & Groups

Total Contributed to Legislature
2017-2019

CA Beer and Bev Distributors

$427,500.00

Wine Institute PAC

$280,933.53

CA REFUSE RECYCLING COUNCIL PAC

$231,250.00

American Beverage Assoc

$96,550.00

CALIFORNIA GROCERS ASSOC PAC

$95,600.00

CALRETAILERS PAC

$57,600.00

LA COUNTY WASTE MANAGEMENT ASSOC PAC

$46,250.00

SOLID WASTE ASSOC OF ORANGE COUNTY PAC

$24,000.00

TOTAL

$1,259,683.53

Just this year alone, five bills targeting sugary drinks with taxes, warning labels, or size
limits were rejected or shelved.59 In addition, ambitious legislation to require an increase
in the amount of recycled content in plastic bottles covered under the deposit system
passed. But the legislation was vetoed due to last-minute amendments to undermine
enforcement pushed by the beverage industry.60
In Europe, multinationals comply with laws on bottle recycling because they are given no
choice. Nor does the EU give them a choice on packaging improvements. For example,
despite objections from Coca-Cola, Danone, Nestle and PepsiCo, the EU has passed new
requirements to connect plastic caps to bottles to reduce the amount of caps littering
beaches.61 The beverage industry killed off a similar bill in California in 2018.
The industry’s clout in California has meant that beverage distributors and retailers
assume less than two percent of the cost of the beverage recycling program, while
collecting roughly the same amount back from the state in “administrative fees,”
according to CalRecycle data analyzed by CRI. It’s Californians who foot the bill for the
bottle deposit program.

How CalRecycle Helps Itself
Today, recycling regulator CalRecycle appears to be amenable to the beverage industry’s
wish to take even less responsibility for beverage container recycling. Instead, the agency
appears to favor growing profits for waste haulers by increasing the volume of bottles and
cans thrown into curbside recycling bins. CalRecycle spent nearly $1 million on a
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Berkeley study to justify easing the few requirements on the retail beverage industry that
currently exist.62
In California, the state pays extra “handling” fees to redemption centers that are the first
to locate within a half-mile radius of a major supermarket in state-designated consumer
convenience zones. But redemption centers located in store parking lots generally have
higher expenses. In addition, redemption centers in rural locations also have higher
expenses such as getting collected materials to market.
The Berkeley study argues that closure of from one third to all handling centers across
California “would not have a major impact on the welfare of California residents except
perhaps for rural residents that may live a significant distance away from any other
recycling centers.” The study instead champions curbside recycling as “the most
convenient way to recycle: it has no lines, travel time or open hours.”
The study also recommends against doubling California’s deposit because that would
incentivize consumers to return bottles for refunds. That would mean less deposit revenue
for curbside haulers and would leave CalRecycle with less unredeemed deposit money to
dispense.
In fact, this conclusion is incorrect. If California’s deposit was doubled, that would double
the value of each unclaimed deposit. Though more consumers would be motivated to
redeem deposits, roughly the same amount of money would be left uncollected. This
would leave more or less the same amount of money unclaimed to run the program. If
the amount of money paid to curbside and drop-off recycling programs that siphon off
consumer deposits was also reduced, the state could wind up with more money overall to
put into redemption centers and other services.
The Berkeley study’s authors who push curbside recycling as a better solution for bottles
and cans also appear unaware of the qualitative difference between curbside recycling
and the separation of bottles and cans from all other recyclables. The separation of these
materials from the rest of what goes into single recycling bins results in lower
contamination rates. Nor do they explore the higher landfilling and incineration rates of
bottles and cans from single-stream systems.
The study on “convenient” beverage container recycling in California never engages the
issue of whether retail stores should have to take empties back in-store as a critical way to
increase convenience. It does recommend “easing” convenience zone requirements, which
would result in fewer stores having to take empties back. It recommends no action to save
smaller centers.
CalRecyle wanting to cut the number of redemption centers that form the backbone of
the state’s once-vaunted bottle recycling program, while allowing even more stores to get
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out of taking empties back, is an example of an agency prioritizing bureaucratic and
corporate interests over consumer interests.

Producer Responsibility
As The Mercury News opined in an editorial, “It’s time to shift the cost and recycling
burden. The nine other states with redeemable deposit programs haven’t seen the same
decline in recycling rates as California, according to a 2017 report from the state
Legislative Analyst’s Office. That’s in part because beverage distributors play a more
significant role in those states and are responsible for most of the recycling cost.”
Other programs under CalRecycle’s purview that have shifted that responsibility to
industry could be applicable to the container recycling program. For example, the state
did shift the responsibility for recycling paint and mattresses to industry in laws passed in
2010 and 2013. These industry-led statewide programs, overseen by CalRecycle, manage
the recycling and disposal of these products.
Paintcare, steward of the paint program, reported in fiscal year 2017-18 that 98.5% of all
Californians have access to a drop off site for unwanted paint within 15 miles of where
they live.63 Paintcare completed 505 pickups of large volumes of 200 gallons of paint or
more and processed enough gallons to paint the walls of nearly 3.5 million rooms. Out of
all paint sold each year, ten percent is left over. They estimated they processed 54% of it.
Similar progress was reported by the Mattress Recycling Council. They collected nearly
1.3 million mattresses and foundations in 2017, surpassing the number of units collected
in 2016 by 35%. 64 The weight of the material recycled also increased by 35% in 2017 to
nearly 40 million pounds.
Both are examples of “Extended Producer Responsibility” that places a shared
responsibility for end-of-life product management on producers and all entities involved
in the product chain, instead of onto the general public only. This encourages product
design changes that minimize negative impacts on human health and the environment at
every stage of the product’s lifecycle, according to CalRecycle. 65
The next logical step—extending producer responsibility to the beverage container
recycling program—is not a new concept. In fact, CalRecycle commissioned a study on
how to restructure the deposit system in 2009.66 The report, by the Sacramento-based R3
consulting group, and CM Consulting of Ontario, Canada compared bottle deposit
programs in British Columbia, Ontario, and Germany to California’s.
The report found merit in such programs, all of which are based on the producer
responsibility principle. “There seems to be a consensus evolving in North America that
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good EPR [Extended Producer Responsibility] programs are results-based rather than
highly prescriptive. In other words, the government’s role is to set performance standards
in the public interest (with stakeholder input), and then step aside and let producers
design and operate effective programs to recover their products. Then, government’s role
is to ensure transparency and accountability for outcomes.”
The programs were driving successful beverage container packaging redesign, recycling
and program innovation in Canada and Europe. The report and stakeholder comments
were never published on CalRecycle’s website and the findings and recommendations
appear to have been all but forgotten. Meanwhile, those programs reviewed have
redemption rates of 80% to 95%, far surpassing California’s 66% redemption rate.

California And Other States
As the R3 report pointed out, the three most crucial aspects of successful bottle deposit
programs are the deposit amount, consumer education, and wide access to redemption.
Higher redemption rates are directly linked to consumer convenience. Yet, California’s
system is the most inconvenient in the world.
Latest Available Redemption Rates of 10 State Deposit Programs (2017 -18)
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In California—unlike eight out of nine other states with bottle deposit programs—
beverage retailers from grocery chains to big box, convenience and drugstore chains, are
not required to take back empties alongside redemption centers.67 The law obligated
them to be recyclers of last resort if redemption centers failed to materialize or closed.
Now that redemption centers are in economic crisis, the majority of retailers are refusing
to fulfill those responsibilities. 68
The largest chain of redemption centers in California, rePlanet, announced in August the
closure of the last of its 284 centers throughout the state. That now leaves the state with
1,205 redemption centers, less than half the number that the state had five years ago.
Now, each redemption center has to serve an average of more than 32,000 people,
according to CRI. In the ten worst hit counties, eight of
them in the Bay Area, each center serves an average of
“CalRecycle data
nearly 130,000 people, according to CRI’s analysis of
CalRecycle data.69

concluded that some

The state regulator, CalRecycle, did not publish a list of
stores providing redemption services on their website for
consumers until August of 2019 and spent no money last
year educating the public about this option. Many stores
do not even educate their own employees on the bottle
law. Consumers are clueless about their right to redeem
at retail stores when no redemption center exists within a
half mile, so the number of empties thrown away or
littered is growing.

400 more centers
were on track to
close without
sufficient long-term

funding.”
Meantime, redemption centers are underpaid by the
state while being left to generate most of their revenue
from scrap sales on rocky domestic and world markets. In
2019, CRI’s analysis of CalRecycle data concluded that some 400 more centers were on
track to close without sufficient long-term funding. Redemption center operator rePlanet
closed 284 locations within a few months of that prediction. If the program is not
fundamentally reformed in the next 24 months, and supermarkets are not forced to live
up to their redemption obligations, there will not be much of a bottle recycling program
left to administer.
Returning empties right to the store where you do your shopping dramatically increases
consumer convenience.
Seven other states and the vast majority of programs worldwide mandate redemption at
both stores and redemption centers. In Michigan, the eighth state, consumers have only
one place to redeem—retail stores that sell beverages.70 The lack of consumer
convenience created by drastic restrictions on access to deposit refunds hobbles
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California. Normally seen as the leader in any progressive pack, California is now in fifth
place when it comes to its bottle redemption rates.

Oregon and Michigan
Oregon and Michigan are among the ten states that have bottle deposit programs with
the highest redemption rates. Oregon’s hit 90% during 2018, settling at 81% for the year.
Michigan’s is 89% for 2018. The amount of the deposit matters in boosting redemption
rates. 71 So redemption rates in Oregon and Michigan where deposits are ten cents
dramatically outpace rates in states such as California with nickel deposits. Tough
recycling laws work hand-in-hand with deposit amounts to keep containers from
becoming pollution. Michigan, for example, prohibits beverage containers from going
into landfills—and forces retailers to redeem at least up to $25 a day in bottle deposits per
consumer.72
All bottle deposit programs rely on unclaimed deposits to help finance the system—
whether run by state government or industry. But dependency on unclaimed deposits can
encourage whoever runs the system to ensure that more deposits remain uncollected for
their benefit. One way to counteract falling redemption rates is to increase deposits when
redemption rates fall below a set target. That is what happened in Oregon.73
Nearly every state program has seen declining redemption rates over the last several years,
but Oregon is the one state that has experienced dramatic increases. Thanks to a state law
passed in 2011 that required the deposit to jump to ten cents if return rates fell below
80% for two years in a row, redemption rates are skyrocketing there. 74 In 2015 and 2016,
rates plummeted well below that goal. In 2017, the deposit was doubled as the law
prescribed. In 2018, the redemption rate hit 90% and then settled for the year at 81%.
The industry consortium that runs the deposit system, the Oregon Beverage Recycling
Cooperative, reports that in the first quarter of 2019, redemption rates exceeded 90%.
Today, consumers can return empties in-store or at redemption centers.75 Redemption
sites, called BottleDrop Centers, provide consumers with RVMs where they can redeem
up to 350 bottles and cans per person per day and get cash automatically from kiosks, or
they can have a center employee sort up to 50 bottles and cans per person and issue
refunds. Consumers can also set up online accounts, get labels and green bags and drop
them off anytime, 24 hours a day, at redemption centers or participating stores for credit.
Big retailers with no redemption center nearby must accept up to 144 containers per
person per day.
The program is run by a member-owned and run cooperative corporation called the
Oregon Beverage Recycling Cooperative (OBRC). The entire recycling process is handled
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by the beverage industry at no cost to the taxpayer, according to OBRC.76 The
cooperative manages the deposit flow, reimburses grocery retailers for refunds paid to the
public (grocery stores are charged the deposit when distributors sell them beverages
wholesale), and arranges pickup and processing of returned beverage containers across
the state, as well as operating redemption centers.
The OBRC has worked to modernize its BottleDrop redemption system not just to help
consumers with access to redemption services, but also to help reduce burdens on retailers
to accept empties and then deliver them for processing.77 For example, in 2011 Oregon
had only two redemption centers. That year the state approved expansion of that pilot
project. Today, the OBRC offers 25 centers with 280 RVMs.78 Participating retail stores
total 2,230 and offer access to another 423. Consumers can open redemption accounts
online. They can choose between hand-counted or automated returns or can drop off
bags of containers for automatic credit. They can obtain refunds via credit and additional
discounts at participating stores, cash, or donate the deposits. The average amount
refunded to account holders in 2018 was $102, according to the cooperative.
After tractor trailers pick up the beverage containers, they are counted, sorted, crushed,
and baled for delivery to one of eight recycling facilities around the state. More than 138
million pounds of beverage containers are diverted from landfills every year that way,
according to the OBRC. The separation of glass, plastic and aluminum from the rest of
the recycling stream means it is cleaner and therefore easier to sell the material
domestically.
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Successful Recycling Programs In The Rest Of The World
Germany
European countries such as Germany and Norway are light years ahead of California in
terms of their bottle deposit systems achieving high redemption rates. They do this by
putting the responsibility of the end-of-life management of containers and other
packaging onto industry.
Many European countries with bottle deposit programs mandate that companies meet
high standards of packaging recyclability to qualify for Green Dot status.79 The Green
Dot trademark, a German invention, is the symbol for a European network handling the
recycling of consumer goods packaging. Product makers pay a license fee, which funds
the system. Fees and covered materials vary by country. This system incentivizes industry
to cut down on packaging in order to decrease their licensing fees.
In Germany, manufacturers pay a licensing fee to an industry consortium in exchange for
permission to add a Green Dot logo to their labels. The logo indicates a high degree of
recyclability and that this packaging should be sorted into separate yellow bags or bins at
residences, outside supermarkets, or in public parks for pick up.80
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The licensing fee is calculated on the basis of packaging weight, complexity, material type
used, and volumes of the product produced. This has led to the invention of smaller and
lighter weight, more easily recyclable packaging, which leads to lower license fees. The
system has been adopted by other European countries. This year, the law was reformed
and broadened to require any company selling into the German market, including online
retailers, to comply with German packaging laws.81 As of 2021, new EU rules kick in
banning single-use plastics such as food packaging, straws and coffee cups altogether.
In Germany, the beverage industry runs the country’s bottle deposit system and brings the
scrap to market. Consumers pay a comparatively higher deposit, up to 28 cents, to
incentivize container recycling and raise redemption rates. Consumers redeem deposits at
supermarkets or other retailers. The collection system is 80% automated via RVMs and
the rest of the containers are redeemed manually.82 Consumers can also get refunds from
beverage delivery companies via scheduled home pickups. Retailers and the beverage
industry bear the costs of the system and are allowed to keep any unclaimed deposits.
The rate of redemption is 96% for aluminum cans and 98.5% for PET plastic.
Moreover, the bottle deposit system is part of a larger national policy on the recycling of
all packaging. The country follows a “polluter pays” principle, enshrined in its 1991
packaging law, meaning the producer, not the consumer, must pay for reuse or recycling
of packaging. German industry set up a “dual system” of waste collection. Household
packaging is separated and picked up in parallel to trash collection. This industry-funded
system is run by Duales System Deutschland GmbH, or DSD, that serves the world’s
single biggest garbage recycling system where 80 million people are required to sort their
waste into separate bins.83
Germans recycle much more than Americans largely because they are offered
convenience and are extensively informed by waste haulers about how to correctly sort
waste and recyclables via color-coded bins and bags. 84 In addition, clear labelling
designates what goes into the bins. Consumers have access to seven different bins,
including green dot packaging, paper, compost, general trash, and clear, brown and green
glass separated by color. An incorrectly sorted bin will not be collected, furthering
consumer awareness and education. The incentive is high to separate paper, plastic and
glass from household trash because recyclables get picked up every two weeks but trash
only once a month. The price paid for trash pickup depends on how much trash a
consumer generates, whereas pickup of recyclables is free.
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Norway
Norway’s bottle deposit system mirrors
Germany’s. The system is run by Infinitum
AS, a consortium of major food and drink
makers and major supermarket chains that
reimburses retailers the refunds. Deposits are
up to 30 cents on single-use bottles and
multiple color-coded bins. Convenientlylocated RVMs are provided. Return rates are
high—95.4% of PET bottles and 96.6% of
all drink cans.85
All stores selling beverages have to collect
empties and refund deposits. Bigger stores use
RVMs that can scan barcodes, crush and
pack the bottles for collection as well as issue
refunds. Small stores generally collect empties
over the counter. Every store gets a fee per
bottle or can. Retailers report that the service
increases foot traffic in the store. Norwegians
can return empties at 15,000 redemption
locations with 95% automation.86
About 45% of the revenue needed to run the system comes from the five percent of
unredeemed deposits. Infinitum also owns and sells the recycled scrap for revenue and
collects administrative fees.
According to Infinitum’s chief executive, 97% of all plastic bottles in Norway are
recycled, 92% are so clean that they can be turned back into beverage containers. Some
of the material has already been recycled 50 times and less than one percent of the
material ends up in the environment. “We want to get to the point where people realize
they are buying the product but just borrowing the packaging,” Kjell Olav Maldum, CEO
of Infinitum, told The Guardian.
Producers and importers of beverages packaged in cans or non-refillable PET bottles
register their products in the deposit system. The deposit they collect is paid to Infinitum
to label the bottles and cans with the deposit symbol. Norway also puts an environmental
tax on all producers of plastic bottles. The higher the national recycling rate, the less tax
companies have to pay. If they collectively manage to recycle more than 95% of cans and
recyclable PET plastic containers, which they have done every year since 2011—they are
exempted from paying the tax altogether.
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Lithuania
The Baltic country of Lithuania is the one of latest to pick up on Norway and Germany’s
example of a successful bottle deposit system. It uses the same national deposit model and
has seen widespread success since the system’s launch in 2016 when the first RVMs were
introduced at retail shops.
An association of Lithuanian brewers, trade enterprises and mineral water manufacturers
runs the system. Užstato Sistemos Administratorius (USAD) handles the deposit system,
reporting, logistics, marketing collected materials and educating stakeholders and
consumers. Its sources of income include unredeemed deposits, revenue from the sale of
collected materials and administration fees paid by beverage producers. Eligible stores get
a free RVM. USAD pays a handling fee per collected container to the store, to cover
RVM-related costs such as extra space, setup, and maintenance. The provider of the
machines recoups the investment via a fee USAD pays for each container collected
through an RVM.

Retail shops with RVMs are paid a higher handling fee than shops without them.
Consumers are refunded their deposit as vouchers that can be redeemed in-store as cash
or credit towards their shopping bill. That brings in additional foot traffic. One national
supermarket chain installed approximately 200 RVMs and watched as business grew with
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customers using their deposits to buy new products. Laurynas Vilimas, Managing
Director of the Lithuanian Retailers Association, said: “I can say with absolute confidence
the deposit return scheme was the right thing to do.”
The scheme has been widely labeled as a success due to the surprisingly rapid results,
with 1.2 billion units of plastic beverage containers returned in just two years.87 There are
now over 1,000 machines in large retail chains across the country and more than 1,800
small shops are also accepting plastic containers brought in by customers. The deposit is a
comparatively low 10 Euro cents, but in two years the recycling rate for PET bottles went
from 34% before the system began to 91.9% by the end of the second year.88
The advantage of RVMs is that it cuts down on the time it takes consumers to redeem
empties while industry collects a stream of clean recyclables. The technology also can
read barcodes on containers to determine the manufacturer and the product. Virtually all
bottle deposit systems around the world, except for California and many Canadian
provinces, have barcode-based recording systems.89 If beverage distributors would get
actively involved in the barcoding by adding code on their containers to make sure RVMs
could not read containers brought in from out of state, that could help in cutting down on
bottle recycling fraud. In the U.S., containers are not labelled state-by-state and thus not
traceable when large quantities are brought into California for illegal redemption.
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Conclusion & Recommendations
Single-stream recycling has proven itself a bust—the method contaminates the stream of
potentially high-grade recyclables that could be turned into higher value products. The
method has served to hurt the U.S. market for recyclable scrap at home and abroad. To
improve the quantity of clean recyclable material, California needs to move away from
rewarding waste haulers for their recycling services built on the myth of quality recycling
tied to a single bin and towards the beverage industry where the responsibility for
recycling should really reside.
The factors that make bottle deposit systems in other countries successful are the degree
of consumer convenience offered, the education of consumers, and the amount of
deposits. In Europe and states such as Oregon and Michigan, consumers can return
empties in stores and have access to RVMs, often placed by grocery chains in speciallydesignated rooms. Deposits are higher, incentivizing redemption, and consumers are
educated on the deposit systems.
In California, this is not the case. Consumer convenience is rare and so is an automated
way to return empties. California retailers found ways to eliminate RVMs from stores
years ago by refusing to pay to have them serviced or to staff them with employees that
would empty them, according to industry sources. Many beverage retailers that claim to
CalRecycle that they take back empties where no redemption centers can be found, really
aren’t. They are betting that they will not be caught and, if they are, the penalty will
amount to essentially cab fare.
Economically, recycling also beats landfilling or incineration in creating new jobs,
sustaining ten times more jobs on a per-ton basis of materials, according to the Institute
for Local Self-Reliance.90
Specifically, container deposit systems create 11 to 38 times more jobs than a curbside
recycling system for beverage containers, according to a study produced for CRI.91 Ton
for ton, deposit systems create at least five times more jobs in container collection, sorting
and transport than in garbage collecting, hauling, and landfilling. The reason deposit
systems create the most jobs among the leading systems for container recovery is that they
recover more of the target material.
To make a serious dent in reducing the contamination of recyclable materials, such as
empty beverage containers, California must revert to the way recycling was handled
before—materials must be separated into two or more streams.
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One place to start major reform is the state’s beverage container recycling program. The
fact that California already separates out recyclable beverage containers from the larger
waste stream is a plus and something to refine as the overall state of recycling in
California is improved. To that end, Consumer Watchdog recommends the following to
the Administration and lawmakers:
• Mandate that all major grocery store, big box, convenience and
drugstore chains take back empty beverage containers along with
redemption centers. Consider paying stores handling fees to handle empties,
install and service Reverse Vending Machines.
• Require CalRecycle to enforce the existing bottle deposit law by
levying meaningful fines on retail stores for each day, including
retroactively, that they shirk their current recycling responsibilities.
A recent Consumer Watchdog audit found that two thirds of stores in the Los
Angeles area obligated to take back bottles refused to do so.
• Expand the beverages included under the deposit program to wine
and distilled spirits. This will increase the amount of money generated for the
beverage container recycling program by roughly $100 million annually and
provide funds to support redemption.
• Once convenient access is ensured, if necessary double consumer
deposits to incentivize consumers to recycle. California charges a nickel
deposit on specific beverage containers under 24 ounces and a dime on containers
of 24 ounces and up. Doubling deposits while increasing convenient return
options would boost redemption rates dramatically.
• Require CalRecycle to educate consumers about their in-store return
options and the new availability on their website of a searchable list
of stores redeeming deposits. CalRecycle only recently posted this list,
though a searchable list of redemption centers has long been available.
• Eliminate unjustified subsidies to waste haulers while paying
redemption centers a flat fee for service that provides them a
reasonable return. Currently, redemption centers take all of the market risk to
generate revenue from what they collect without additional revenue streams that
waste haulers generate.
• Call for reform of the bottle law to shift responsibility for the
recycling of containers to the beverage industry with the legislature
setting a 90% redemption target and CalRecycle enforcing the law. In
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more successful programs, the beverage industry is in a better position to finance
and efficiently run bottle deposit systems at a lower cost.
• In addition to a redemption target of 90%, add new financial
penalties on the beverage industry if the target is missed. A similar
model has worked to spur industry in Norway to produce very high-quality
recyclable material to avoid penalties.
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